The perceptual representation of voice gender was examined with two experimental paradigms: identification/discrimination and selective adaptation. The results from the identification and discrimination of a synthetic male-female voice continuum indicated that voice gender perception was not categorical. In addition, results from selective adaptation experiments with natural and synthetic voice stimuli indicated that the perceptual representation of voice adapted is an auditory-based representation. Overall, these findings suggest that the perceptual representation of voice gender is auditory based and is qualitatively different from the representation of phonetic information. ¸
INTRODUCTION

Listeners are able to identify talkers by their voices with a great deal of accuracy and very little trouble. Even when voices are unfamiliar, listeners have very consistent impressions of a talker's gender, height, weight, etc. It is obvious that we have knowledge about voices in long-term memory (LTM) that is used in perceiving voice
The importance of investigating the representation of voice is underscored by recent findings implicating a close relationship between the listener's use of perceived talker voice information and phonetic perception. For instance, Johnson (1990a) found that the perception of vowels is altered when vowels are embedded within carrier phrases whose intonational contours denote different talkers. He concluded that vowel normalization is mediated through processes that rely on contextual talker-related information (see also Ladefoged and Broadbent, 1957) . Other studies have shown that variation in talker identity from trial to trial in an experiment interferes with vowel perception (Assmann et al., 1982; Johnson, 1990b; Verbrugge et al., 1976; Weenink, 1986), consonant perception (Fourcin, 1968) , and word recognition (Creelman, 1957; Mullennix et al., 1989; Nygaard et al., 1992; Sommers et al., 1992) . These interfering effects of voice suggest that the processing of voice and phonetic information are closely tied together. Further evidence for this close relationship was obtained by Mullennix and Pisoni (1990) , who found that the processing of voice and phoneme dimensions in a speeded classification task (Gamer, 1974) voice, we decided that exploring voice gender was the logical first step in determining how voice in general is perceptually represented. The series of experiments described below was designed to provide specific evidence regarding how voice stimuli varying in gender are represented in memory.
In order to investigate the perceptual representation of voice gender, we used a twofold approach to the problem. First, the issue of categorical perception for voice was examined. Although there are debates about what categorical perception is and how it pertains to speech perception (e.g., see volume edited by Hamad, 1987), we felt it worthwhile to explore categorical perception with voice gender in order to make some preliminary assessments about voice gender representation. Certainly, there is evidence that categorical perception may be a general perceptual ability, rather than a specialized ability restricted only to speech (Hamad, 1987) .
It is possible that this general ability could exhibit itself with voice-related stimuli that do not vary in acoustic-phonetic dimensions. If, by using standard identification and discrimination paradigms, it is shown that the perception of voice gender is categorical, then discriminations within voice gender categories should be poor. This result would be consistent with the idea that voice information is converted into a reduced representation during perception, with some detailed information about voice gender "lost." On the other hand, if perception of voice gender is not categorical, then this would suggest that, during perception, detailed information relating to voice gender is retained and is available to voice discrimination processes. This latter result would be consistent with recent findings indicating that episodic information about voice is retained in memory (Palmeri et al., 1993) .
The second approach is to assess the perceptual representation of voice gender by using selective adaptation techniques. The results from selective adaptation experiments in speech perception have proven useful in examining levels of perceptual processing and representation (Samuel, 1986; Sawusch, 1986) . In particular, these findings provide evidence for at least two levels of processing and representation for phonetic perception: an auditory-based level and a higher abstract level (Samuel, 1986; Sawusch, 1986) . In the present study, voice gender stimuli were adapted under various conditions in order to determine the level of perceptual representation appropriate for voice: low-level auditory or higher level abstract. Evidence for a higher level perceptual representation would be consistent with the idea that voice is stored in terms of abstract male and female categories in memory. On the other hand, evidence for an auditory representation of voice would suggest that the representation of voice gender is not abstract, but is based on explicit details about the auditory parameters relevant to voice.
In summary, the perceptual representation of voice gender will be investigated by determining whether voice is categorically perceived and whether an auditory representation or a more abstract representation is appropriate.
I. EXPERIMENT 1
In experiment 1, we were interested in determining whether the perception of a synthetic voice gender con- In this experiment, identification and ABX discrimination procedures were used to assess categorical perception. The ABX task is more memory intensive than other discrimination tasks (Pisoni and Lazarus, 1974) . However, this is precisely why we chose the task. With the ABX task, the likelihood of obtaining a discrimination peak in the boundary region between male and female voice is maximized due to the additional memory load (Macmillan et al., 1977) . If a discrimination peak is not observed with the ABX procedure, we would be confident that the discrimination results reflect an absence of categorical perception, since discrimination peaks would most likely not be found using other lowuncertainty discrimination procedures (e.g., AX, 4IAX, etc.).
The predictions are as follows. If the perception of voice gender is categorical, a steep "voice boundary" identification function should be observed between male and female ends of the continuum along with a discrimination peak in the voice boundary area. In addition, the observed discrimination performance should fit with predicted discrimination data derived from the identification data (Liberman et al., 1957) . If perception is not categorical, a gradually sloping identification function with no sharp boundary should be observed along with the absence of a discrimination peak in the obtained discrimination data. These two alternatives represent the two extremes of categorical versus continuous perception. Any pattern of identification and/or discrimination data falling between these extremes would represent an intermediate finding between categorical and continuous perception.
A. Method
Subjects
The subjects were 30 volunteers drawn from introductory and upper-level psychology courses at Wayne State University. Subjects received course credit for their participation. All subjects were native speakers of English who reported no history of a speech or hearing disorder.
Stimuli
The stimuli were synthesized speech tokens prepared with an updated version of the Klatt (1980) 
Procedure
The baseline identification trials were presented first. One block of 110 randomized trials (11 continuum stimuli x10 repetitions) was presented. Stimuli were presented one at a time for identification.
Listeners were instructed to listen to each stimulus and rate it using a six-point scale from "good male voice" to "good female voice." They were told to use numbers 1 or 6 if the voice was a good exemplar of a male or female voice, numbers 2 or 5 if the voice was clearly male or female but did not sound as good as other voices, and numbers 3 or 4 if they were not sure about the voice gender and had to guess. After a 2-min break, listeners were presented with the two-step ABX discrimination trials. In the two-step ABX paradigm, two stimuli differing by two places along the con- were separated by a 500-ms ISI. For each of the nine possible AB stimulus pairings, the order of stimuli within the pair was counterbalanced. These arrangements produced a total of 20 discrimination responses per stimulus pair. Subjects were given a 1-min break halfway through the trial block. Stimuli were presented on computer using the ONLINE program (Miller, 1990) . Stimuli were sampled at a rate of 10 kHz, low-pass filtered at 4.8 kHz, and presented one at a time over AKG K240DF headphones to subjects at a comfortable listening level.
B. Results and discussion
The identification and discrimination data collapsed across subject are displayed in Fig. 1 . In experiment 1 and in all subsequent experiments described below, results were also analyzed with a sex of listener factor. Since no effects of sex of listener were observed in any experiment, all results are reported without this analysis variable.
As shown in the figure, the identification function exhibits a gradual slope from male to female voice categories. There is no sharp discontinuity in the boundary region be- that the perception of the synthetic voice gender continuum is not categorical. There was no sharp discontinuity between male and female categories in the identification data and there was an absence of a discrimination peak in the boundary region. In addition, the discrimination performance was substantially higher than the discrimination performance predicted by applying the Haskins formula to the identification data. The pattern of identification and discrimination performance is typical of many auditory psychophysical functions. The lack of categorical perception indicates that the perception of voice gender is different than the perception of phonetic stimuli, in terms of categoricalness. These results suggest that the perception of voice gender is handled by auditory psychophysical processes. In addition, the results suggest that specific and detailed auditory information about voice gender is retained during perception.
tt. EXPERIMENT 2
Although the combined identification and discrimination data from experiment 1 suggest an absence of categorical perception, it is possible that the results were affected by another factor. This factor is that intermediate voice categories could exist in between the male and female end points of the synthetic voice continuum. If such voice categories exist, the presence of these categories could influence the interpretation of the data obtained from experiment 1.
To assess this possibility, a second identification experiment was conducted. In experiment 2, the same stimulus continuum from experiment 1 was used. However, instead of using a six-point male/female rating scale, subjects were given three response alternatives: male, female, or "other." Subjects were told that the other response should be used if they heard a voice that did not fit into the male or female categories. If the number of other identification responses to stimuli in the middle of the continuum tums out to be high, this would suggest that another voice was perceived in the continuum. If the number of other responses to these stimuli is low, this would suggest that subjects in experiment 1 essentially perceived the continuum in terms of the two male/ female categories.
Subjects
The subjects were 22 volunteers drawn from introductory and upper-level psychology courses at Wayne State University. Subjects received course credit for their participation. All subjects were native speakers of English who reported no history of a speech or hearing disorder.
Stimuli
The stimuli were the same as used in experiment 1.
Procedure
In experiment 2, all aspects of the procedure for presenting the identification trials were identical to experiment 1 except for the response alternatives. Listeners were instructed to listen to each stimulus and respond by pressing a key corresponding to three choices: male, female, or other. Listeners were told that they should use the other response alternative whenever they heard a stimulus that they did not distinctly perceive as a male or female voice.
B. Results and discussion
The identification data collapsed across subject are displayed in Fig. 2 . In this figure, the identification data are shown as three separate functions for each response alternative. The pattern of data for the male and female responses was approximately the same as observed for experiment 1. For the other response, this alternative was used primarily to label stimuli from the middle of the continuum. However, when examining the extent to which subjects used this label, identification responses only reached 32% for the stimulus receiving the highest number of other responses (stimulus 6). Also, the overall total number of other responses was 13.1%, compared to 46.9% for the male responses and 39.9% for the female responses. Thus, although there was a tendency for some stimuli to be labeled as an other voice, evidence for the presence of a third voice was weak. Overall, the results from experiment 2 provide little support for the presence of other voices in the stimulus continuum.
Itt. EXPERIMENT 3
In the next two experiments, the nature of the perceptual representation of voice gender was investigated by using selective adaptation techniques. Selective adaptation in speech perception has a long history (Ades, 1976; Samuel, 1986 ).
Although some researchers have criticized speech adaptation experiments (Diehl, 1981; Diehl et al., 1985) , others suggest that the technique is useful in examining the nature of speech perception and representation (Samuel, 1986) . The results of adaptation experiments have been used to specify details about the perceptual levels of processing used during speech perception (Sawusch, 1986 ) and the format of LTM representations of speech (Miller etal., 1983; Samuel, 1982) .
Here, our assumption about selective adaptation is that the repeated presentation of an adapting stimulus somehow affects or alters the perceptual processing or representation of speech related to the adaptor. In experiments 3 and 4, a synthetic male/female voice continuum was used in conjunction with a number of different voice adaptors. The adaptors were varied in terms of their acoustic composition in order to assess whether an auditory representation or a more abstract representation of voice was appropriate. In experiment 3, adaptation with synthetic endpoint adaptors was compared to natural voice adaptors that differed slightly from the end points in overall auditory overlap. Overall auditory overlap was defined as a combination of F0 and formant value overlap. In experiment 4, synthetic adaptors were used that varied substantially from the end point in one of two acoustic factors, either F0 value or formant values. By comparing the results of experiment 3 to experiment 4, two issues can be investigated. The first issue is the effects of degree of auditory overlap on adaptation.
The second issue is the relative contribution of each acoustic factor to voice adaptation. By examining adaptation effects in this way, the effects of auditory overlap on voice adaptation can be properly assessed.
In experiment 3, in two conditions, male and female end-point voice stimuli from the continuum were used as adaptors. In two other conditions, naturally produced male and female voice stimuli were used as adaptors. The endpoint adaptors were compared to the natural adaptors because we wanted to assess the effects of auditory overlap on voice adaptation. Auditory overlap refers to the degree of acoustic overlap of an adapting stimulus to the continuum end-point stimulus in the continuum being tested. The role of auditory overlap on selective adaptation in speech perception is very important. Some research in speech adaptation has indicated that adaptation does not occur unless there is a substantial auditory overlap of the adaptor with a continuum endpoint (Ades, 1976 Other studies have shown that, in certain situations, adaptation can occur when there is an auditory mismatch between the adaptor and a continuum end point (see Samuel, 1986 ).
These latter results have been interpreted as support for a higher level "abstract" or categorical representation of speech (Samuel, 1986 (Samuel, , 1988 . Taken together, it appears likely that speech adaptation is related to both auditory-level and higher level processes. In the present study, the auditory overlap of adaptor to continuum is manipulated. The results can provide information about whether the adaptation effects are related to an auditory-based perceptual representation or a more abstract perceptual representation.
In the present experiment, the effects of auditory overlap were assessed for voice adaptation. The male and female synthetic end-point adaptors were congruent to the male and female voice series end points (a 100% auditory overlap of adaptor with end point). But the naturally produced male and female adaptors differed acoustically from the male and female series endpoints. natural adaptors, the auditory overlap from adaptor to series end point varied from 100%. The percent overlap for each acoustic parameter was determined by deriving a ratio value equal to the value of each natural adaptor parameter divided by the value of the corresponding parameter for the appropriate synthetic continuum end point (i.e., male adaptor compared to male end point, female adaptor compared to female end point). This ratio was converted to a percentage overlap value for each separate parameter (see Table I 
Subjects
The subjects were 56 volunteers who participated for course credit. The subjects were drawn from the same pool as the previous experiments.
Stimuli
The stimulus continuum was identical to that used for experiment 1. In addition, two naturally produced tokens of the vowel/i/from a male speaker (JM) and a female speaker (KG) were recorded, digitized, and stored on disk. The duration of the natural male/i/was 240 ms and the duration of the natural female/i/was 250 ms. Spectrograms of the natural and synthetic adaptors are shown in Fig. 3 .
Procedure
There were four separate adaptation conditions: male synthetic adaptor, female synthetic adaptor, male natural adaptor, and female natural adaptor. Fifteen subjects were run in each of the synthetic adaptor conditions and 13 subjects in each of the natural adaptor conditions. Each listener received stimuli in a baseline condition and in an adaptation condition. The baseline condition was identical to previous experiments. In the adaptation conditions, the same stimuli were presented for identification as in the baseline condition. However, these stimuli alternated with sequences of adaptor repetitions. The adaptor sequence consisted of 50 repetitions of the adaptor, each repetition separated by a 1000-ms ISI. There were ten alternating sequences of trials, with 11 randomized continuum stimuli presented for identification after each adaptor sequence.
For the synthetic male and synthetic female conditions, the adaptors consisted of the male and female end-point stimuli from the continuum, respectively. For the male natural and female natural conditions, the adaptors were naturally produced /i/ vowel tokens spoken by a male and female speaker, respectively.
Each subject received the baseline block of trials first followed by the block of adaptation trials. Each block consisted of 110 trials. Listeners used the same six-point rating scale as before.
B. Results and discussion
The results collapsed across subjects for the four adaptation conditions are displayed in Fig. 4 tests showed differences between baseline and adaptation for stimuli 5-7.1
Overall, the results of experiment 3 indicate that the auditory overlap of adaptor to end point had some effect on adaptation. The first result is that the synthetic adaptors produced significant perceptual changes in the predicted direction toward the end points, as exhibited by the significant token by condition interactions. For the natural adaptors, the male adaptor did not have a significant effect while the female adaptor produced a change similar to the synthetic female adapton Although the lack of a condition by adaptor interaction in the overall analyses indicates no differential effects of synthetic versus natural adaptors for male or female adaptation, the individual analyses for each condition show that some differences do exist.
For male voice adaptation, the auditory mismatch of the natural adaptor to the male end point resulted in an absence of adaptation with the natural male adaptor. These results are intriguing when one considers that all values of the acoustic parameters of the natural male adaptor were less than the values of the synthetic male adapton One speculative answer is that voice adaptation is tuned to regions of the continuum in a manner similar to that found for phonetic continua Samuel, 1982) . Under this scenario, even though the male adaptor is unambiguously identified as male, the acoustic parameters of the natural male adaptor may have fallen outside the range of values where it was effective.
The results for the natural female adaptor were different. Although the F0 and formant values for the natural female adaptor did not match the female end point, adaptation was still observed. Overall, when considering both the male and female adaptor results, there is weak evidence for the hypothesis that auditory overlap has an effect on adaptation of voice. However, the hypothesis that higher levels of voice processing contribute to adaptation cannot be completely terms of the major acoustic parameters related to voice gender. However, the perceptual ratings from the pilot experiment described in experiment 1 indicated that there were some differences between the adaptors in terms of voice gender quality. On a five-point rating scale from male to female voice, the F0 adaptor received a rating of 1.8 and the formants adaptor received a rating of 3.3. Thus the F0 adaptor was rated as more male than the formants adaptor. The use of these adaptors also allows an assessment of whether perceptual voice quality is responsible for adaptation. If this factor matters, one would expect that a significant amount of adaptation would be obtained with the F0 adaptor but not the formants adaptor (although voice information can still be perceived in the absence of F0; see Remez et al., 1987). This result would support the involvement of higher-level abstract voice representations in adaptation. On the other hand, the adaptors selected also allow assessments of the acoustic factors that are involved. If formant overlap drives adaptation, then adaptation should be observed with the formants adaptor only. This result would be important because one possibility for the effects of the synthetic adaptors found in the previous experiment was that they were due to simple formant overlap. In the synthetic voice series, formant values changed across the continuum, although all stimuli were identified as/i/. Previous work with auditory/phonetic adaptation has shown that formant overlap or formant pattern overlap results in adaptation of phonetic continua (Ades, 1976; Sawusch, 1977) . Since the formant values for the synthetic adaptors completely overlapped with the end points, it is possible that adaptation was driven by an auditory/phonetic formant factor unrelated to voice gender. It is important to assess whether the voice adaptation effects found previously were due to this factor.
Finally, if F0 overlap is responsible for adaptation, then adaptation should only be obtained with the F0 adaptor. If neither adaptor has an effect, this would indicate that it is the combination of the formant and F0 acoustic factors that is important in producing adaptation. This result would strengthen the hypothesis that the perceptual representation of voice gender is based on auditory parameters and not abstract voice representations.
Subjects
Twenty-eight volunteers from the same pool with the same characteristics as the previous experiments were used.
Stimuli
The stimulus continuum was identical to experiment 1. Two adaptors were used that varied in their acoustic and perceptual similarity to the male end-point stimulus. The adaptors were drawn from the pool of stimuli that were rated in experiment 1. Adaptor 1 (the formants adaptor) had for- Overall, there was no evidence for adaptation with either adaptor. Although a significant interaction of token with condition was obtained for the F0 adaptor, the identification shift was toward the female end point. If anything, this was an assimilation effect, not adaptation.
There is one possible explanation for the F0 adaptor shift toward the female end point. The formant values for the F0 adaptor were identical to the formant values for the female end point. If adaptation was driven by formant overlap, then the F0 shift could be interpreted as a formant-driven adaptation effect toward the female end of the continuum instead of an assimilation shift. However, this explanation loses strength as one considers that the formants adaptor had no effect. If adaptation was formant driven, both adaptors should have had significant adapting effects in opposite directions. It is unclear why an assimilation effect would occur with the F0 adaptor, but the important point is that the adaptation effect was absent. The absence of adaptation effects for either adaptor is important for two reasons: (1) It shows that simple auditory overlap of one isolated voice parameter is insufficient to produce adaptation; and (2) it shows that the perceptual voice quality of the adaptor has little effect on adaptation. The lack of a voice quality effect is consistent with the idea that voice adaptation is related to adaptation of an auditory-based representation of voice. Furthermore, because neither isolated acoustic factor produced adaptation alone, it appears that the perceptual representation of voice gender is one where these acoustic factors are integrated together in an auditory/spectral representation of voice.
V. EXPERIMENT 5
The final experiment was conducted as a further test of the hypothesis that voice adaptation is related to an auditorybased perceptual representation. In experiment 5, a situation was set up where voice adaptors were used that were perceptually ambiguous for each individual subject. Modifying the methods that Sawusch and Pisoni (1976) used for ambiguous adaptors in auditory/phonetic adaptation, the baseline identification performance for each subject was tabulated and a stimulus from the voice continuum closest to the boundary between male and female voice selected as the ambiguous adaptor for that particular subject. Then, each subject was given instructions to bias him/her in terms of the perceptual voice quality of the ambiguous adapton Half of the subjects were told that the adaptor was male and half were told the adaptor was female. If voice adaptation is related to how subjects classify voice into categories, then a cognitive instructional manipulation to bias the voice gender of the adaptor should result in adaptation toward the female end point for the female instructions group and adaptation toward the male end point for the male instructions group. However, if voice adaptation is related to auditory-based representations of voice, then the instructions should have no effect and no net difference between baseline and adaptation conditions should be found.
Subjects
Thirty volunteers from the same pool with the same characteristics as the previous experiments were used.
Stimuli
The stimulus continuum was identical to experiment 1. The adaptor for each subject was a stimulus drawn from the continuum. 
Procedure
There were two adaptation conditions: male instructions adaptor and female instructions adaptor. Fifteen subjects were run in each condition. The adaptor for each subject was selected by examining the baseline trials data for each individual subject. The average rating was calculated for each stimulus and the stimulus having a rated value closest to the midpoint value of the male/female rating scale (3.5) was selected as the ambiguous adaptor. Thus, for each individual subject, the adaptor selected was based only on that subject's baseline identification performance. Subjects in the male instructions group were told that they would hear a "male voice" adaptor and subjects in the female instructions group were told they would hear a "female voice" adaptor in the adaptation block. The instructions read by subjects for the adaptation conditions were identical to the instructions used in experiment 4 for the male and female synthetic adaptor conditions. In addition, the experimenters were instructed not to say anything about the ambiguous nature of the adaptor. All other aspects of the procedure were identical to experi- However, there was no significant effect of condition (F = 2.3, p < 0.15) and no significant interaction of token with condition (F= 1.4, p<0.19 Post hoc tests of the interaction showed reliable differences between baseline and adaptation conditions only for stimuli 4-7, 9, and 11. 3
The results for the male instructions group were consistent with an auditory-based explanation of voice adaptation. However, the results for the female instructions group were unexpected. When subjects were told that the adaptor was female, they heard the stimuli across the continuum as more female (assimilation). Why would male instructions have no effect but female instructions produce assimilation? One speculative answer is that subjects who received female instructions adjusted their overall criteria to favor female responses to the other stimuli in the series. However, this explanation is ad hoc. It is interesting to note that, in experiment 4, assimilation toward the female end point was also found, but was produced by adaptation with the F0 adaptor. Although there may be some common mechanism producing this effect in both experiments, the nature of this mechanism remains unclear.
Vl. CONCLUSIONS
Overall, the findings from the series of experiments presented here converge to form a preliminary picture of the perceptual representations of voice gender. First, the results from experiment 1 using identification and discrimination procedures indicate that the perception of a synthetic voice gender continuum is not categorical. The absence of categorical perception suggests that the perception of voice gender information in the speech signal is accomplished through auditory psychophysical processes. Furthermore, the high overall discrimination performance indicates that specific auditow information about voice is retained and, at the very least, is available to discrimination processes. Since the perceptual processes that extract voice information from the signal rely on contact with stored representations of speech in LTM, it would appear that voice gender is not represented in memory in terms of abstract representations that contain "reduced" or canonical representations of voice.
Second, the results from the selective adaptation experiments in experiments 3-5 are favorable to the hypothesis that the perceptual representations of voice gender are auditory based. There was some indication in experiment 3 that the auditory overlap of the adaptor to the continuum end point affected adaptation. Interpreting this result within the context of other speech adaptation studies where auditory overlap accounts for adaptation (Ades, 1976; Sawusch, 1986; Sawusch and Jusczyk, 1981 ), it appears that the perceptual representation of voice gender that was adapted was an auditory-based representation. In experiment 4, further support was given to this idea, as adaptors that shared one acoustic parameter (either formant values or F0 value) with a voice end point failed to produce an adapting effect, again suggesting that auditory overlap is important. Finally, in experiment 5, there was no clear-cut evidence in support of a higher level cognitive factor in voice adaptation and by extension no evidence for an abstract representation of voice gender.
When the findings from all experiments are considered together, some differences and similarities between phoneme representations and voice gender representations can be discussed. The most important finding is that voice gender is not stored in abstract male and female voice representations. Instead, voice gender appears to be stored in the form of auditory-based perceptual representations. These representations, in all probability, contain specific auditory information about acoustic voice parameters relevant to gender. The results of experiment 4 suggest that these representations are not based on one isolated parameter like F0 or formant frequencies. Instead, the representations are probably an auditory composite of the various acoustic factors relevant to voice gender like F0, formant frequencies, breathiness, etc. Although there is a close relationship between phonetic coding and voice coding processes during perception, the representations of phonemes and voices appear to be qualitatively different in that phonetic representations may not be as detailed.
The adaptation effects observed also contrast with studies examining vowel adaptation (Godfrey, 1980; Morse et al., 1976) . Vowel adaptation, as assessed in these studies, can occur in some circumstances when the vowel adaptor and vowel end point are spectrally dissimilar. Results of this type can be explained by positing the involvement of either higher level auditory patterns or abstract phonetic representations. However, the lack of adaptation with spectrally dissimilar voice adaptors observed in the present study suggests that voice is tied to lower level auditory representations.
The present results also serve to suggest future directions to pursue concerning the acoustic factors related to voice gender perception (Coleman, 1976; Lass et al., 1976; Murry and Singh, 1980; Singh and Murry, 1978) . Instead of focusing an separate individual acoustic factors and how they contribute to gender perception, the results of experiments 3 and 4 suggest that perhaps voice gender should be studied in terms of integrated auditory representations. In addition, the present findings suggest that infants' classification of voice into male and female categories (Miller, 1983; Miller et al., 1982) may be based on heuristics that utilize specific and detailed auditory voice information. Further studies of the type performed in the present study with maleonly voices and female-only voices may help to elucidate some of these issues.
Finally, one dimensional issue should be mentioned concerning the present results. All of the experiments reported here used synthetic speech tokens. One possible criticism of this study is that the results found with synthetic speech may not generalize to natural speech. Synthetic voices are reduced stimuli that do not contain the full complement of acoustic information contained in natural voices. There is much evidence indicating that perception and memory for synthetic stimuli is different than for natural stimuli (Ralston et al., 1995) . Our reply to this potential discussion is that our findings represent a first step toward defining the nature of the perceptual representation of voice gender and that much of the knowledge we have about acoustic-phonetic perception is based on work with synthetic speech. In addition, synthetic voices have been used by others to determine how listeners judge the perceptual quality of voice (Gerratt et al., 1993) . But, we do acknowledge that in order to provide a more definitive examination of voice representation, future studies should compare synthetic speech to natural speech in addressing related issues.
In conclusion, the hypothesis that voice gender is stored in abstract representations in memory received little support. However, the present investigation focused only on a few preliminary aspects of this issue. Future research needs to examine in further detail the prototype hypothesis of storing voices in memory (Papcun et al., 1989) 
